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General comments :

The dataset presented here by Neven et al. appear to be complete and of good quality.
The dataset comprising both the processed data as well the 1D inversion results (two
different inversions) seems really interesting. It could very well be used, as suggested by
the authors, as a benchmark to test inversion algorithm in particular as plenty of
additional data appears to be available on this site.

The file format and its description are clear and easy to read.

Overall, the article presented here is of very good quality.

Specific comments :

It would be interessting to see in figure 5 and/or 6, some sort of comparison of the two
inversion results with sharp and smooth models as well between the conservative  and
standard DOI.

I understand the with TEM data, there is obviously a DOI below which the resolution is
very poor (as discussed here) but the is also close to the surface a depth above which the
resolution is also very poor. Did you look at that in this dataset ?



Do you consider the turn-off time to be constant ? Could it not change, even very little,
when the properties of the very near surface change ?

Technical corrections :

Here are a few typing errors that should be corrected :

L19 “ conduct to “ should be "lead to"

L66 “high efficient data collection” should be changed to either highly efficient or high
efficiency data collection

L69 incomplete citation

L69-70 For consistency, choose “tTEM system” or “tTEM-system” and use it everywhere

L130-132 Again with “DOI-standard” or “DOI standard”

L131 weakly instead of weekly

Table 1 Precise in the first line “Tx No of turn” to prevent any uncertainty.
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